
Summer 2 Week 6



Friday 17th July

LO: To sort objects by their properties.

Success criteria…

I can group together objects with the same properties.

I can explain how I have sorted the objects.



Previous learning…

• Opaque means that it 

doesn't let any light 

through.

• Transparent means 

that the material lets 

light through.

• Absorbent means that 

something soaks up 

liquid.

• If something is dull it 

lacks brightness or any 

shine.



Task 1: Starter: Previous learning

Use the word mat on the previous slide to say what material the object is made from and describe it’s 
properties.

Mrs Allen’s dining room table

Material Properties



Task 2:Talk with your adult and share your ideas.... How could I sort 

these objects into two groups? Record your ideas on the next slide.

Leather shoes
Foam dice

Plastic bottle

Wool coat

Some cheeseCap

You can cut and stick the objects into the correct place, or you can draw a table in your books and
jot down the names of the objects.



Mrs Allen’s idea…

Waterproof Not waterproof

My Idea…



Task 3: Now try with these objects. How could I sort these objects into two groups? Record your 

ideas on the next slide.

TV

Kettle
Table

Teddy Bear

Fabric sofa

Pillow

Bath towels

You can cut and stick the objects into the correct place, or you can draw a table in your books and
jot down the names of the objects.



Idea 1 Idea 2



Task 4: Main Activity

First you will need to select five every day objects 
from around your house or at school. Either insert 
pictures or draw your objects into the box.

My ObjectsMrs Allen’s Objects

Metal keyring

Book

Tilly the 
dog’s rubber 

bone

Wooden spoon

Mug

What do 
they look 
like?

What do 
they feel 
like?

How could 
you describe 
it’s 
properties?



We are going to sort our objects into sorting circles. Take some time to feel the objects with your 
hands, think about how you answered the questions on the last slide. 

Put rough objects 
inside this circle.

Put objects which are both 
rough and smooth where 
the circles overlap.

Put smooth objects 
inside this circle.



Can you think of a different way to sort your objects?



Task 5: Challenge Question: Here, instead of sorting objects, I have sorted materials. Can you figure out 
how I have sorted the materials?


